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Office 365: a new option for office productivity tools and collaboration 

platform 

The challenge: 
  

Reliance on email, and what feels like an unending flow of documents, requests, and opinions via listservs is 

frustrating and overwhelming.  Across the Consortium there is a definite and growing need for 

collaboration and for a unique space where people can access and share information, and work together 

with improved accountability and transparency. The cost of Microsoft Office productivity suite is increasing 

and so is the cost of maintain ICT infrastructures in Centers.  

 

Addressing the challenge: 
  

The motivation and need recognized by DGs and CRP Directors for a more coordinated, collaborative, and 

integrated approach to how we work provided great impetus in addressing the challenge: adoption of cloud 

based infrastructures, coupled with agile licensing schemes offer opportunities for improving the way we 

work, while at the same time reducing the total cost of ownership.  

 

In line with the ICT and KM Consortium strategies, and following negotiations for a new licensing scheme 

with Microsoft, the Consortium Office (CO) is developing an early adoption plan for a Consortium-wide 

collaboration platform and office productivity tools based on Microsoft Office 365.  

 

With the removal of licensing costs for access to SharePoint online, its integration with the Microsoft suite 

that most Centers are familiar with and the addition of the capacity to open the platform to external users 

makes the time right to assess the platform for widespread availability. 

 

  In choosing and adopting this new system we followed the principles below: 

  

o Appropriateness 

  

The CO supports a toolkit approach – carefully selecting a set of tools to help CRPs and Centers choose 

those most appropriate.  Attention to usability is a must: tools need to be part of what staff does every day. 

Office 365 is one of them. 

  

o Cost effectiveness 

 

Choosing a sub-set of tools and help in identifying cost efficient and effective ways of supporting them, 

from technical support to training to licensing. 
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o No ‘silver bullet’ 

  

It is important to caution that a technology platform will never be a ‘silver bullet’.   Access to a new 

platform will not guarantee adoption.  Training and capacity building will be necessary, and users will need 

to make some adjustments to the way they work.  The right combination of people, processes, and 

technologies make successful initiatives. 

  

Office 365 Q&A 
 

o What is it?  

 

Office 365 is the latest version of Microsoft’s Office suite (including Outlook, Word, Excel, etc.) available 

online and offline, also including SharePoint online. A comprehensive suite, all tools are available in the 

cloud and bundled into a new licensing scheme. The suite allows working online or offline without losing 

capabilities through desktop and online versions of office applications.  

 

Office 365 offers seamless interoperability with on-premises investments taking advantage of existing 

technologies (e.g. Active Directory) with standard, secure protocols. 

 

o Why choose it?  
 

Most CGIAR staff are familiar with Microsoft Office suite. Office 365 is the Microsoft answer to cloud 

computing trends, in line with our strategy of choosing platforms that do not rely on Centers infrastructure. 

Office 365 meets that criterion. 

 

It is an upgrade of the system we know and therefore its adoption will not require extensive trainings. In 

addition the online version that we will adopt for SharePoint can be opened up to partners with no 

licensing needs.  So for Centers who wish to continue using Microsoft Office suite, move to cloud 

computing and take advantage of the new licensing scheme of a blend of paid and free licences, Office 365 

is an excellent choice. 

 

o How much does it cost? 

  

The Consortium Office has led the efforts to secure a charity pricing scheme approval for CGIAR Consortium 

at large for the whole suite of Office 365: 

 

o 10,000 licences for Office 365 online are granted for free, and an unlimited number of 

365 offline (more suited for heavy users) at the discounted rate of 4.5 USD month  

 

o A price in line with what was previously offered by Google, for their Google Apps.  

Having access to free licenses doesn’t mean Office 365 will cost nothing to implement  
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and maintain; this is true for all technologies. The Consortium Office is leading the 

efforts for an early- adopters project aimed at understanding the technical implication 

and total cost of ownership of fully adopting Office 365 as an Office and collaboration 

tool. 

 

o How will implementation work? 

  

Before any Center can adopt the new platform, a global technical infrastructure which integrates our core 

investments in CGIAR identity management (Active Directory) and mail needs to be put in place;  this will 

ensure any staff member can use it and allow the partners of their choice to use it too. To do that the 

Consortium Office chose to partner with CGNET for its own implementation (but Centers are free to choose 

their own implementation partner).  

 

Building such a platform will take time and will be iterative. Experience has taught us that to demonstrate 

value, a few key pilot collaborative initiatives should be tested out so that growing pains can be identified, 

challenges addressed, and value proven.  

   

o Why CGNET? 

 

CGNET hosts and is  familiar with our infrastructure and can therefore work more quickly; in addition this 

work could be done within the scope of our current core contract. The CO has carried out its due diligence 

and requested quotes for the same tasks to another Microsoft partner: the quote received was higher. This 

gives us confidence that not only have we chosen a trusted partner, but that the price is right.  

 

By choosing CGNET for the early implementation we are not making commitments for Centers. As new 

Centers come on-board, and once the overarching technical infrastructure is migrated to the Cloud, they 

can choose  their own implementation partner or carry out implementation internally. 

 

o Will our data and information be secure with Office 365 in the Cloud?  
 

Microsoft's privacy statement says Microsoft will not scan your data or provide information to third parties. 

 

o What could be included in the bundle? 

  

Office 365/SharePoint Online offer a number of opportunities. In addition to the standard Office 

productivity suite (Word, Excel, and PowerPoint), the Consortium Office has noted demand about several 

key areas of virtual exchange which could be included in the bundle, including: 

  

o Information and resources of value:  

News, blogs, resources, dashboards, policies, discussion boards, photos, templates – will 

be available.  A space will be created for announcements, communication resources, a  
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real-time Consortium Office workplan tracker, and Data Standards repository.  This will be 

ready for beta testing during the first quarter of 2014. 

  

o Collaboration Spaces: 

The Consortium is linked by Communities of Practice, whether DGs, or IT or 

Communications Managers, CSEs or our legal network.  Each of these could potentially 

have its own space and be able to open it to partners if so desired. By Q2 2014we will 

create and pilot collaboration spaces for DGs, Communications Heads, KM Leaders, 

CSEs, and IT Managers. 

             

o Why Sharepoint Online? 

 

SharePoint is the industry standard for intranets, and its latest version provides social networking 

capabilities in addition to its document repository, collaboration capacity, and its ability to be opened to 

partners.  The online version will be offered freely, and is open to all partners. 

               

 This system will not replace local intranets, but will provide the technical platform to host local intranets. 

Centers that wish to adopt it will not have to set up a different infrastructure and can benefit from the 

learnings gained and trainings developed during this early adopters phase. 

o When can we expect 365 to be available for all?  

IFPRI, CCAFS, and the Consortium Office have committed to be early adopters of Office 365 and help assess 

the new platform.  With combined efforts, we hope to gain important information about costs, training 

needs, and adoption challenges.  We are aiming to meet the following milestones: 

  

o By end of Q4 2013: Detailed early implementer plans in place 

 

o By end Q1 2014: 

 Technical infrastructure ready (integration with Active Directory, domain 

registration) 

 SharePoint online platform beta Info Space available Consortium-wide 

 Consortium-wide SharePoint shell created and certain content available for 

testing/feedback 

 One Center having tested Office 365 suite (5 users) 

 Office 365 (Office suite and SharePoint) rolled out to all Consortium Office staff  

 One CRP moved to online SharePoint portal 

 Roles and responsibilities for managing 365 platform identified 

 Total Cost of Ownership analysis finalized 

 Documentation for steps and costs of adopting 365 developed 

 All Centers and CRPs invited to join the initiative 


